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ATTACHMENT A 

METHODOLOGICAL AND INVESTIGATIVE SHORTCOMINGS 
OF THE GROUP OF EXPERTS’ INTERIM REPORT 

Review of the Interim Report (S/2012/348)  
and Addenda (S/2012/348/Add.1 and S/AC.43/2012/Note.14)  

(Prepared at the Request of the Government of Rwanda 
by Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP) 

 
October 9, 2012 

The 2006 Report of the Informal Working Group of the Security Council on the General Issues 
of Sanctions [S/2006/997] (hereinafter “the Guidelines” or “investigation guidelines”) governs 
the investigative methods and conclusions of the Group of Experts (“GoE” or the “Expert 
Group”) on the Democratic Republic of the Congo (“DRC”).  As the Guidelines state, “[a]ny 
perception of less than rigorous standards in the conduct of any aspect of their work can call into 
question the integrity of their entire reports.”  [Guidelines, p. 7, para. 9].  Accordingly, the 
Guidelines stress that Expert Group “inquiries and findings meet appropriately high standards, . . 
. including reliability of sources; validity of information; identifying names; and right of reply to 
individuals, entities and States . . .”  [Id., p. 7, para. 9(a)].1 

As set forth in this analysis and the accompanying attachments, the Expert Group’s interim 
report and addenda violate each of these cardinal principles with respect to the allegations made 
against the Government of Rwanda (“GOR”).  Specifically, these methodological and 
evidentiary failures include the following: 

A.  The Government of Rwanda was not adequately informed of what the main 
focus of the interim report was going to be during the period of information 
gathering and analysis or during meetings with representatives of the Group 
of Experts, and there was almost no opportunity for the GOR to respond or 
be heard on the allegations before the report was presented to the Sanctions 
Committee.  In addition, the report was “leaked” to the press beforehand, 
with the intent of maximizing the negative portrayal of the GOR.  Specifically, 
we note:  

1. A failure to discuss the conclusions of the report with all concerned 
parties in a timely manner. 

The UN Security Council investigation guidelines provide that “[m]onitoring mechanisms should 
emphasize impartiality and fairness during the report drafting process, and make available to 

                                                 

1 The Guidelines set forth the following factors for methodologically sound investigations: transparency and 
identified sources; verified documentary evidence; assertions corroborated by independent verifiable sources; 
upholding the confidentiality of sources where necessary; the statement of methodological standards; briefing on 
available sources; the opportunity to review, comment and respond; and Secretariat briefings.  [Id., p. 11-12, para. 
21-30]. 
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relevant parties (State authorities, entities or individuals), if appropriate, any evidence of 
wrongdoing for their review, comment and response, within a specified deadline.”  [Id., p. 12, 
para. 28]. 

In fact, Rwandan officials had no notice of the serious allegations in the interim report until just 
prior to its submission.  The GoE did not give Rwandan officials advance notice that they were 
concerned about Rwanda’s involvement in arms embargo violations; did not engage Rwandan 
officials in a discussion on the issues; did not delve into Rwanda’s allegations of arms violations 
by the DRC in the report; and never provided an opportunity for Rwanda to review, comment, 
and respond formally to the allegations before the report was presented to the Sanctions 
Committee. 

Given the timing of interactions between the GoE and the GOR in the months leading up to the 
release of the report, a meaningful review and response was impossible.  In an April 19, 2012 
letter, Steven Hege, the Coordinator of the GoE, writing on behalf of the GoE to the Rwandan 
Ambassador in New York, sought to schedule a meeting between the parties to discuss general 
topics likely to be addressed in the interim report and asked the GOR to make officials available 
from the broad areas of “customs, internal security, military intelligence, external security and 
natural resources.”2  These meetings were to be scheduled for May 14-16, 2012 in Rwanda.  (It is 
routine practice for representatives of the GoE and the GOR to meet before the issuance of an 
interim report so that the Group of Experts might obtain an official response to specific issues in 
the report.  We were told that the GOR maintains a team of officials to assist the GoE and to 
provide an official response to issues raised by the GoE.)  There was no indication in this letter 
that direct Rwandan involvement in the unfolding crisis in the eastern DRC would be a focus of 
the discussion, nor that it was a cause of major concern to any of the Group’s members and was 
soon to become a critical part of the soon-to-be published report and its subsequent addenda.  If 
the GOR had been aware that this was a major concern at that time, the GOR would have been 
prepared to address this issue and to provide whatever information was required. 

We understand that when the GoE representatives traveled to Rwanda for the May 14-16 
meetings, they met with a number of officials, although they were unable to meet with some of 
the specific officials whom they had requested.  On other occasions, members of the Group of 
Experts were able to meet in New York with senior GOR officials, including the Defense Attaché 
to Rwanda.  The GoE representatives did not raise any issues relating to the developing crisis 
over the alleged support of rebel groups in the DRC in these meetings. 

The Government of Rwanda was not given a copy of the allegations that became the basis for the 
most sensational charges against Rwanda prior to their public release.  Similar charges had been 
a subject of discussion between the Congolese and Rwandan governments, however, at earlier 
meetings.  Interestingly, we have been informed that a large percentage – well over half – of the 
allegations against Rwanda made in this DRC document appear in the interim report and 
addenda, but that none of the allegations made by the Government of Rwanda against the DRC – 

                                                 

2 This letter is attached as Annex R to Rwanda’s Response to the Allegations Contained in the Addendum to the UN 
Group of Experts Interim Report, dated July 27, 2012, and submitted to the UN Sanctions Committee on July 30, 
2012.  
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including charges that the DRC and the FDLR colluded with each other in the conflict – appear 
in the official UN reports. 

It is clear that, given the short period of time between the GOR’s receipt of the DRC’s allegations 
and the publication of the Group of Experts report, it was not possible for the GoE to have 
investigated these allegations thoroughly for accuracy and reliability. 

On June 9, 2012, a member of the GoE, Maria Plamadiala, met with two Rwandan officials, 
including a senior government advisor, in the airport in Kigali.  They asked her whether the GoE 
would include any allegations about the new group, M23, in the upcoming interim report, and 
she indicated that the GoE did not have sufficient evidence to include these allegations in the 
report but that the group was still working on their investigation and was not ready to submit its 
report.  The GOR advisor asked Ms. Plamadiala if the GOR would have an opportunity to 
respond to the allegations prior to the submission of the interim report, and Ms. Plamadiala 
confirmed that the Rwandan Government would be given this opportunity.  However, neither the 
advisor nor any other GOR official was ever afforded a meaningful opportunity to review or 
respond to the allegations, nor has the GoE, to date, seriously examined the detailed allegations 
made by the Rwandan Government against the DRC. 

2. A “rush to judgment” in the Group of Experts report s; insufficient 
recounting of Rwanda’s position; no right of rebuttal in the interim 
report; and only a limited right of rebuttal in the  addenda. 

Further to the principles of “impartiality and fairness” emphasized by the Informal Working 
Group, the Guidelines recognize the critical importance of a right of response by the subjects of 
reports prepared by UN Groups of Experts.  [Guidelines, p. 7, para. 9(a) (recognizing a right of 
reply); id., p. 7, para. 10(d) (providing for the exchange of information and discussion about GoE 
allegations)].  Moreover, the Guidelines establish the importance of the right of rebuttal 
throughout the investigation and report-writing process:  “Rebuttals, with an assessment of their 
credibility, and corrections regarding already published allegations, should be included in 
subsequent reports.”  [Id., p. 12, para. 28]. 

The specific methodology set forth in the interim report and purportedly followed by the GoE in 
preparing the DRC sanctions report also clearly states that in order “[t]o further uphold the right 
of reply, the Group is committed to annexing to its reports brief rebuttals, with a summary and 
assessment of their credibility, and to make any appropriate amendments regarding assertions 
published in earlier reports, in consultation with previous Groups of Experts, where possible.”  
[S/2012/348 (the “interim report”), Annex 4, p. 56]. 

However, the interim report does not contain any response by Rwanda at all; the 20-page 
“Addendum to the Group of Experts on the DRC’s interim report” [S/2012/348/Add.1] (the “first 
addendum”) includes only six paragraphs – of the 58 paragraphs comprising that document – 
relating the position of the GOR and its denials of the allegations, and the second addendum 
addresses Rwanda’s view in only one paragraph out of eight pages of text.  [“Continued 
Violations of the Arms Embargo and Sanctions Regime,” S/AC.43/2012/NOTE.14 (the “second 
addendum”)].  When Rwanda’s position is mentioned, there immediately appears additional text 
challenging these denials. 
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In the short section devoted to the “Rwandan government response” [first addendum, p. 24-26, 
para. 53-58], no opportunity is provided for the GOR to rebut what it considers to be 
misstatements of fact in the earlier interim report and no effort is made by the Group of Experts 
to respond to the GOR’s rebuttals.  Indeed, almost half of the section entitled “Rwandan 
government response” is devoted to providing the views of DRC authorities and RDF officers or 
explaining recent actions within the Joint Verification Commission.  Additionally, in the second 
addendum (which the Coordinator of the GoE calls a “report” in his brief transmittal letter), there 
is not even a cursory effort to request or to present any sort of rebuttal, or to make any 
amendments regarding assertions published in earlier reports, despite repeated offers made to the 
GoE by GOR officials to provide access to any site or individual mentioned related to any 
allegation made, and to do so without any prior notice. 

The second addendum provides further details on one aspect of the supply of arms to armed 
groups in the DRC (those involving alleged collusion with the Rwandans) while the important 
questions of who else might be providing support for armed groups and where this support might 
be coming from are ignored.  Only in paragraph 32 – the last paragraph – is it mentioned that the 
GoE “has also begun investigating” some of the allegations put forward by the Rwandan 
Government regarding support from the FARDC to the FDLR or the evidence provided by the 
Rwandans concerning support to M23 from Ugandan territory. 

As detailed above, GOR officials raised these allegations in discussions with Mr. Hege and other 
GoE members before the issuance of the addenda.  While the Group of Experts has promised to 
provide information on these issues to the Sanctions Committee “in the near future,” no work 
plan or timeframe is given in the report as to when this might happen, and it is unclear what 
resources will be made available for this task. 

In our view, it would be important to apply the same sense of urgency that led to the publication 
of two addenda in two months concerning Rwanda’s role in the DRC to these other 
investigations as well.  Unfortunately, however, although the Group of Experts had numerous 
opportunities to obtain further information from Rwanda both before and after the report and 
addenda were issued, the GoE did not take advantage of these opportunities.  Even when, under 
pressure, the GoE sought some input from the Rwandan side, it was often too little, too late. 

The day before the GoE’s submission of the addendum to the Sanctions Committee on June 26, 
2012, and the same day that the report was presented orally to the Committee by Mr. Hege, 
representatives of the Group of Experts met with GOR officials and first raised allegations 
concerning Rwanda’s support for M23 and violations of the arms embargo.  We have learned that 
on June 25, Mr. Hege and the Secretary of the UN Sanctions Committee, David Biggs, met with 
the Rwandan Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, the Special Advisor on Security and 
Defense Matters to the President of Rwanda, and the Rwanda Ambassador to the UN in New 
York City at the request of members of the Sanctions Committee who were concerned about 
publishing a report without first meeting with a Rwandan delegation.  A group of high-level 
Rwandans, who were in New York for unrelated meetings, met with Sanctions Committee 
representatives for approximately 30 minutes.  Mr. Hege, who was present at that meeting, 
provided a general description of the key allegations against Rwanda, although he did not 
provide a copy of the draft interim report to the Rwandan officials. 
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GOR officials objected to the fact that they had not been permitted to review the actual report, 
and noted the impossibility of producing a factual response to the allegations in the short period 
of time remaining before the formal meeting of the Sanctions Committee.  When Mr. Hege 
indicated that, in his view, this meeting met the requirement for “reviewing” the report, the 
Rwandan officials who were present asked that the addendum to the report include a formal 
statement that the GOR had not in fact received a meaningful opportunity to respond.  Rather 
than include such a formal objection in the first addendum, the GoE included a short and very 
general denial of the allegations by the Rwandan government [id., p. 24, para. 53], and stated that 
although “the Group has made extensive efforts to engage with the Rwandan government 
regarding its findings,” they did not receive “any official response or explanation from the 
Rwandan government regarding the information provided to it by [the] Congolese government.”  
[Id., p. 26, para. 57-58].  

At the same June 25 meeting, GOR officials invited members of the Expert Group to visit 
Rwanda in order to conduct an investigation of any and all allegations and to discuss with GOR 
officials any issue they wished to investigate further.  Approximately one month later, after Mr. 
Hege was informed by a high-level Rwandan official of new charges emanating from the 
Congolese side, the Rwandan invitation to gather information on the ground and to investigate 
each and every assertion was repeated.  Although the Group of Experts stated in the first 
addendum that it is “eager” to accept the invitation and “is committed to clarifying and/or 
correcting any information in this addendum in its final report,” the GoE failed to follow up on 
the invitation of the Rwandan Government.  [Id., p. 26, para. 58].  The invitation included a 
specific offer to permit the GoE to conduct interviews in Rwanda related to allegations that it had 
received.  The GoE has not yet made a trip to Rwanda dedicated to a more thorough 
investigation of the charges made by both sides.3 

The manner in which the writing and submission of the Group of Experts’ report was handled 
clearly undermines both the principles and the specific requirements set forth in the Security 
Council’s investigation guidelines by failing to provide an “opportunity to review, comment and 
respond” to “[a]ny evidence of wrongdoing.”  In addition, the Guidelines clearly call for such 
rebuttals to be “included in subsequent reports.”  [Guidelines, p. 12, para. 28]. 

Looking ahead, the Group of Experts has stated that it will append to its final report Rwanda’s 
July 27, 2012 “Response to the Allegations Contained in the Addendum to the UN Group of 
Experts Interim Report.”  Given all that has transpired in the interim, however, it may not be 
enough merely to add on a Rwandan rebuttal in an attempt to restore a semblance of balance at 
the end of a fundamentally flawed process.  

3. Unauthorized leaking of the updated report to selected members of the 
press. 

The GoE decided on its own to “update” the Sanctions Committee on its investigation and, on 
August 8, 2012, submitted thereto a second addendum to its interim report.  As noted in the 
                                                 

3 This account of the June 25th meeting – including the Rwandan objections to the report as well as the official 
invitation to Expert Group members to visit Rwanda at any time – should be available in the minutes that the 
secretary to the UN Sanctions Committee, Mr. Biggs, took at the meeting.    
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August 7, 2012 cover letter [S/AC.43/2012/COMM.33] by Mr. Hege, as Coordinator of the GoE, 
this addendum and the information therein were meant to be confidential.  However, soon after 
the document was submitted to the Committee, it was circulating widely on the Internet.  Given 
the rules of confidentiality under which the Sanctions Committee and the GoE operate, it is 
apparent that the report was leaked to the media.  It remains unclear whether it was leaked 
intentionally and by whom.  The effect of such sensational “leaks” has been detrimental to the 
GOR, hardening public opinion in support of a one-sided view of the conflict and resulting in 
actions by various governments that have led to the loss or delayed disbursement of significant 
funding and humanitarian aid to the Rwandan people. 

B. Predisposed bias rather than a commitment to “impartiality and fairness” 
(as outlined in Annex 4, page 56, of the interim report) in the preparation of 
the Expert Group report and the subsequent addenda. 

Mr. Hege, the GoE Coordinator, is a well-known academic expert on the region with well-
developed views on many controversial subjects.  He has articulated his view that the Rwandan 
Government is responsible for the escalating crisis in several articles, but his downplaying of the 
danger posed by the FDLR and his questioning of the legitimacy of the Government of Rwanda 
have received less attention than they should. 

It is clear that these views (which were available on his website until they began to be 
disseminated to a wider audience, at which point they disappeared from the Internet) not only 
inform the analysis in the interim report but also thoroughly infuse the conclusions of the first 
addendum as well as parts of the second addendum, as outlined in Attachment B.  The policy 
implication of these views is quite alarming, and they have no place in a report issued under the 
imprimatur of the United Nations. 

C. Questions about the vetting process for membership or leadership in UN 
groups of experts. 

The report in which the UN Security Council’s Group of Experts’ investigation guidelines are set 
forth also indicates that GoE members are to be drawn from an expert roster of candidates from a 
variety of sources that the UN Secretariat maintains.  Candidates are compiled from sources 
including Member State submissions, academia, and non-governmental organizations.  Among 
other criteria, selection is based on specialized expertise in the area of competence and academic 
qualifications. 

The articles that most clearly demonstrate Mr. Hege’s predisposed bias on the question of DRC-
Rwanda conflict, and detailed further in Attachment B submitted herewith, were mainly written 
after Mr. Hege was appointed to the GoE in 2008.  However, when the time came to recommend 
an individual for the coordinator position, a position obviously imposing increased responsibility 
and requiring “impartiality and fairness,”4 the clear bias in Mr. Hege’s previous writings was 
either not reviewed or was overlooked.  Vetting an individual’s suitability for a position requiring 
                                                 

4 In addition to the emphasis on impartiality and fairness in the UN Security Council’s investigation guidelines, the 
GoE’s interim report reiterates this commitment in the section entitled, “Additional information concerning the 
methodology of the Group of Experts.”  [Interim report, Annex 4, p. 56]. 
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balanced judgment is absolutely essential if the reliability of an expert group report and its 
recommendations to the Security Council are to withstand scrutiny. 

One example of his poor judgment as Coordinator will suffice to illustrate the point.  We 
understand that, in a conversation at the time of the June 25, 2012 New York meeting between 
Mr. Hege and a senior GOR advisor, Mr. Hege stated his view that, since he had pulled from the 
Internet certain GOR media statements which appeared after the publication of the interim 
report, he had, in fact, given due consideration to the GOR’s position on the allegations and 
therefore no further rebuttal was required.  However, generalized, short government statements 
prepared for media usage are a far cry from the sort of detailed and specific response that the 
allegations levied by the Group of Experts’ report demand.  As a result of the way the report was 
released, a detailed response could not be provided to members of the Sanctions Committee 
when the Rwandan Minister of Foreign Affairs spoke to them on June 26.  It took several weeks 
for a report to be prepared, during which time world opinion hardened about the cause of the 
crisis and the Rwandan Government’s role in the situation in the DRC. 

Later on, when Mr. Hege was given a chance to comment on the GOR’s more comprehensive 
rebuttal, he “declined to comment,” according to an article in the Financial Times.  [“Rwanda 
claims UN report is biased,” Financial Times, July 27, 2012].  There is, in point of fact, no need 
to comment.  His writings on the situation in the DRC and the role of the Rwandan Government, 
as well as his unwillingness to follow procedures which would give all sides an opportunity to 
present their views, speak for themselves. 

D. Questions about the credibility of purported witness statements that are 
based on hearsay or motivated by opposition to the Government of 
Rwanda or unrelated to the issue being investigated; witnesses who lack 
personal knowledge about the subject of the statements; and reliance on 
statements based on supposition rather than actual events. 

Given the seriousness of the allegations in the interim report and the addenda, the instability in 
the region at issue, and the historical violence between various groups, it is unsurprising and in 
fact responsible practice that witnesses interviewed in connection with the investigation are not 
named or otherwise identified.  We recognize that the UN Security Council investigation 
guidelines mandate this upholding of confidentiality of sources.  [See Guidelines, p. 11, para. 
24].  However, the lack of transparency, the reliance on questionable sources and the complete 
lack of analysis of witness bias, motivation, or contradictory evidence in the conclusions reached 
in the addenda render those conclusions highly unreliable. 

Explaining its methodology, the GoE notes in the interim report that “investigative conclusions 
must be corroborated, at a minimum, by three sources assessed by the Group to be independent 
of one another, credible, and reliable.”  [Interim report, p. 5, para. 12].  It further states that the 
Group “systematically assesses the credibility of each of its sources and remains wary of 
deliberate efforts to influence its findings.”  [Id.].  In the first addendum, the GoE claimed to 
apply “elevated standards of evidence,” including raising the number of independent sources to 
five when accusations of sanctions violations are made against specific individuals.  [First 
addendum, p. 3-4, para. 6].  Yet, other than these blanket ipse dixit statements, there is nothing in 
the report or addenda that reflects how these “elevated standards” were actually applied to 
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information provided by the sources cited.  Indeed, the GoE seems to have simply accepted the 
veracity of the information supplied in its entirety.  By doing so, the Group of Experts crafts a 
narrative that is frequently supported by nothing more than “sources indicated.”  In this 
circumstance, there is simply nothing one can do to assess the credibility of the evidence other 
than to take the GoE’s word for it.  [See, e.g., first addendum, p. 4, para. 8 ([i]ntelligence 
sources, M23 collaborators and local politicians confirmed…”); id. (“[t]he same sources 
indicated…”)]. 

Furthermore, the GoE acknowledges that much of its report is based on interviews with 
“Congolese military commanders and intelligence officials” [id., p. 3, para. 6], as well as 
members of armed groups captured by the DRC.  The GOE takes no account of the fact that 
these sources may be engaged in “deliberate efforts to influence its findings.”  Moreover, 
witnesses caught in the middle of armed conflict may be under pressure to agree with an 
interviewer – or with anyone – who might be able to help improve their situation.  Former M23 
or RDF members would be expected to voice criticism of the groups they have deserted.  
Whatever information they may have concerning their former comrades, motivation and bias can 
clearly impact their credibility.  Witnesses who surrendered to DRC forces were the closest to the 
allegations, but the fact that they were in the custody of DRC forces at the time of their 
statements raises questions about the veracity of these statements.  The GoE provided no specific 
methodological information, including the interview techniques that were used or how, where, 
when or under what conditions interviews were conducted, which might mitigate these factors. 

The reliability of the evidence is also clearly impacted by the procedural unfairness and denial of 
a meaningful right of reply to Rwanda, as discussed above.  The Government of Rwanda was 
simply not given an opportunity to evaluate the evidence or assist the GoE in testing its 
credibility.  As the GOR’s published “Response to the Allegations to the Addendum to the UN 
Group of Experts Interim Report” indicates, much of the evidence cannot withstand minimal 
scrutiny.  Additionally, when the GOR provided responses to the accusations made against it and 
against high-level Rwandan officials allegedly supporting M23, there was no effort to either 
counter the assertions or find additional information which could corroborate or refute the 
allegations.  In fact, there appears to be an almost complete lack of effort to obtain physical 
evidence and little observation or reporting from within Rwanda during the investigation.  In 
addition, there is no information reported from Rwandan intelligence, despite a heavy reliance on 
DRC intelligence sources. 

The GoE’s reliance on hearsay in the report’s findings presents another formidable set of 
problems for assessing the statements made.  Without the ability to identify witnesses, it is 
virtually impossible to test or challenge their accusations.  It also appears that many of the 
alleged witness statements cited in the report lack personal knowledge of the information they 
provided.  There are, in fact, few firsthand accounts; instead, the majority of the accounts are 
interviews of third parties who claim to have heard or learned information from others. 

Finally, the GoE’s reliance on “might have beens” and claims of concern in certain instances, 
rather than reports of actual events, further skews the narrative.  For example, in paragraph 32 of 
the first addendum, the report states, “[t]hough these [joint RDF and FARDC units deployed to 
conduct operations against the FDLR] have not taken part in hostilities alongside M23, FARDC 
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officers told the Group that they feared such a scenario.”  [First addendum, p. 16, para. 32].  
Such supposition is not evidence and has no place in a fact-finding report of such significance. 

As we examine these examples and many others, it appears that there is simply another side to 
the story that the GoE apparently chose not to hear or consider before hastily publishing interim 
conclusions which were immediately leaked to the public.  Flawed reports published under the 
name of the United Nations have caused, and continue to cause, inestimable damage to Rwanda. 

Conclusion 

The previous final report submitted by the Group of Experts on the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo [S/2011/738] provided a thorough assessment of the situation in the region, reflecting all 
its complexities and uncertainties.  The methodology and agenda followed were those laid out by 
the Security Council Committee that requested the report.  There were no shortcuts and there did 
not appear to be a hidden agenda. 

As the mid-October 2012 deadline for the submission of the final report of this Group of Experts 
approaches, the countries concerned and the member states of the UN have the right to expect no 
less.  However, for that to happen, the leadership and membership of the current GoE would 
have to be critically reviewed for bias, then reconstituted and directed to conduct a fair and 
balanced investigation that meets the standards set out by the UN Security Council itself, as well 
as international principles of fairness in the investigation process and report writing. 

 


